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SEED Sample Paper 5 
 

1. Which country do you think the following vessel belongs to? 
 

 
 

a) Japan 
b) India 
c) Thailand 
d) China* 

 
 
2. An attribute of human sight, which helps in seeing films. 
 

a) Stereo vision 
b) Persistence of vision* 
c) Binocular vision 
d) Camera vision 

 
 
3. What is the structure in the image below called? 
 

 
 

a) Vietnamese Shrimp nets 
b) Chinese fishing nets* 
c) Balinese weed net 
d) Philippines floating nets 

 
 
4. Which famous museum is designed like a helix? 
 

a) Rockefeller Museum 
b) Prince of Wales Museum 
c) MoMA 
d) Guggenheim Museum* 
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5. What is the name of the South Indian Monk who founded the tradition and 
teaching of martial arts at the Shaolin Temple? 

 
a) Bodhidharma/Ta Mo* 
b) Daoxuan 
c) Takuan 
d) Buddhabhadra/Batuo 

 
 
6. Identify the location? 
 

 
 

a) Ajantha caves 
b) Edakkal caves 
c) Sanchi caves 
d) Elephanta caves* 

 
 
7. If general rule is that all crows are black and you see a brown bird, you declare 

that: 
 

a) All crows are not Black 
b) Some crows could be brown 
c) The bird is not a crow* 
d) Brown bird could be a crow 

 
 
8. Which of this term is not associated with digital photography? 
 

a) Shutter 
b) Flash 
c) Bit depth 
d) Virulent* 

 
 
9. Which term is not associated with digital filmmaking? 
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a) Dubbing 
b) Storyboard 
c) Script 
d) Clap board* 

 
 
10. What is the name of the company making comic books in India, which was jointly 

started by Branson, Deepak Chopra and Shekhar Kapoor? 
 

a) Virgin Comics 
b) Devi Comics 
c) Moving Image* 
d) Imagine Comics 

 
 
11. Japanese Manga Comics are normally written and read … 
 

a) Front to Back 
b) Back to Front* 
c) Top to Bottom 
d) As randomly numbered Chapters 

 
 
12. What kind of building is in the image? 

 
a) School 
b) Mosque 
c) Fort 
d) Church* 

 
 
13. What is not associated with digital sound? 
 

a) Surround sound 
b) Transponder* 
c) Mixer 
d) Analogue digital converter 
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14. Who is known for being the founder of Calendar Art in India? 
 

a) Raja Ravi Verma* 
b) Vasudeo Gaitonde 
c) Lord Bentinck 
d) Sudhakar Nadkarni 

 
 
15. What is the name of the special effects company most commonly associated with 

George Lucas? 
 

a) Looking Glass 
b) Industrial Light and Magic* 
c) Pixar 
d) Spycraft 
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16. The image shown belongs to a visual culture from: 
 

 
 

a) Western Classical period* 
b) Western Modern period 
c) Eastern Contemporary period 
d) Oriental Modern period     

 
 
17. What is not associated with digital video? 
 

a) Codec 
b) Modem* 
c) Graphics card 
d) Editing software  

 
 
18. Identify the furniture shown in image? 
 

 
 

a) Library furniture 
b) Computer café furniture 
c) Church furniture* 
d) Class room furniture 

 
 
19. The name of the first actor to play Mr. Spock in the original 'Star Trek' Serial was: 
 

a) William Shatner 
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b) Jean Luc Picard 
c) David Hasselhoff 
d) Leonard Nimoy* 

 
 
20. The following is not part of a mechanical Fastener system 
 

a) Rivet 
b) Bolt 
c) Alan Key 
d) Turing Bolt* 

 
 
21. What is missing in the image? 
 

 
 

a) Road signs 
b) Crossing signs  
c) Parking signs 
d) All above* 

 
 
22. Which option is more accurate? 
 

 
 

a) The iron object and trees are zoomed in using a tele-lens 
b) Camera is close to iron object* 
c) Trees in background is somewhat in focus 
d) Photo was shot in morning 
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23. How does one get orange colour? 
 

a) Reducing red from green 
b) Subtracting blue from violet 
c) Adding red to yellow*  
d) Subtracting yellow ochre from purple and adding lemon yellow  

 
 
24. How does one get blue colour digitally? 
 

a) Adding Lemon yellow value to green  
b) Blue cannot be mixed as its pure colour 
c) Subtracting yellow values from Green* 
d) None of above   

 
 
25. Which green patch is more towards the shade of the grass just below the tree? 
 

 
 
 

a) 1* 
b) 2 
c) 3 
d) None 

 
 
26. How does one get the colour pink? 
 

a) Less blue and more red* 
b) More blue and less red  
c) Equal Blue and red 
d) None of the above 

 
 
27. What is not associated with vision? 
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a) Iris 
b) Cornea 
c) Retina 
d) Incus*  

 
 
28. What is not associated hearing? 
 

a) Echo 
b) Loudness 
c) Frequency 
d) Bass*  

 
 
29. What is not associated with vision in poor light? 
 

a) Rod cells* 
b) Cone cells 
c) Stem cells 
d) Photo cells  

 
 
30. What is not associated with animation? 
 

a) Frames 
b) Characters 
c) Voice 
d) Doubles*  

 
 
31. Velcro was inspired from? 
 

a) Plants* 
b) Animals 
c) Bees 
d) Cows 

 
 
32. What is the dark object in the foreground? 
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a) Drinking water container 
b) Weight* 
c) Secured shot 
d) Balloon 

 
 
33. Prof. Moriarty is a character from which literary work? 
 

a) Goodbye Mr Chips 
b) The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes* 
c) Wuthering Heights 
d) A Passage to India 

 
 
34. The name of Disney's digital animation division is 
 

a) Waltz 
b) Looking Glass 
c) Pixar* 
d) Calypso 

 
 
35. What is an accurate description for the image below? 
 

 
 

a) Only the rods in the front are in focus* 
b) More or less, all are in focus 
c) Only the players are in focus 
d) None  

 
 
36. On the road, which set of lines cause the illusion of height? 
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a) Black lines 
b) Grey lines 
c) White lines* 
d) Brown lines 

 
 
37. One of the following is not a Science Fiction Author 
 

a) Isaac Asimov 
b) Robert Silverberg 
c) Fyodor Dostoyevsky 
d) Jules Verne* 

 
 
38. Haptic Feedback means 
 

a) Tactile Feedback to User* 
b) Auditory Feedback to User 
c) Olfactory Feedback to User 
d) Visual Feedback to User 

 
 
39. What is the significance of the words "You aint heard nothin' yet"? 
 

a) It was the pet phrase of Frank Sinatra 
b) They were the first words spoken on-screen in film history* 
c) It was Alfred Hitchcock's favorite phrase 
d) The first words spoken on TV while declaring the Watergate scandal in US 

 
 
40. What is the meaning of the sign? 
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a) As it’s near a hospital, no one should make loud noises 
b) No one should play loud music or voices 
c) No air horns* 
d) No music  

 
 
41. Zebra body has: 
 

 
 

a) Black lines on white 
b) White lines on black* 
c) Black and white lines on brown 
d) Black and white lines on grey 

 
 
42. Why do snakes move to the snake charmer? 
 

a) Snakes don't have vision. Its scared* 
b) Snakes imitate the movement, seeing the charmer’s moves 
c) Snakes love tunes 
d) None of the above 

 
 
43. If you toss a regular coin 10 times and it had given a reading of 'heads' 

consecutively the first 9 times, then the probability of it turning heads the 10th 
time again is … 

 
a) 10% 
b) 50%* 
c) 90% 
d) 7.50% 

 
 
44. MMORPG stands for 
 

a) Massive Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games* 
b) Multiple Mark Ordered Rocket Propelling Gun 
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c) Micro Maneuvered Onboard Radar-Positioning Guidance 
d) Macro Modeling of Rule-Operative Guidance  

 
 
45. Why does the train appear tapering to a dot far away? 
 

 
 

a) Perspective vision* 
b) Because of the roof edge 
c) Because of roof, platform and train body outline 
d) Because of people displacement  

 
 
46. The earth rotates from? 
 

a) East to west 
b) West to east* 
c) North to south 
d) South to north    

 
 
47. What does monochrome mean? 
 

a) Single layer 
b) Dual layer 
c) Single colour* 
d) Dual colour   

 
 
48. Which of these are not related to printing? 
 

a) Off set 
b) Letter press 
c) Leading  
d) Letter set* 
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49. Why does some clothes fade after wash? 
 

a) The dye used gets washed off* 
b) The dye undergoes chemical changes and stops emitting 
c) The threads stops emitting colour once in contact with water 
d) None   

 
 
50. Light is …. 
 

a) Energy  
b) Radiation 
c) Waves 
d) All the above*   

 
 
51. Why does sky appear blue? 
 

a) Because of atmospheric temperature and pressure 
b) Blue colour is a result of light falling on human retina 
c) Blue wavelength is scattered more* 
d) All other colours are absorbed by water content 

 
 
52. When you browse, which of these can be termed input control? 
 

a) Button 
b) Text field 
c) Check box 
d) All of the above* 

 
 
53. Who was the designer of the computer game called 'Civilization'? 
 

a) Sid Meir* 
b) Chris Foss 
c) Syd Mead 
d) George Lucas 

 
 
54. What is the meaning of the sign shown? 
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a) Signal 
b) Volume* 
c) Waves 
d) Area     

 
 
 
55. This author is known for his work on methodologies of thinking and creativity. 
 

a) Edward De Bono* 
b) Daniel Dennett 
c) Searle 
d) Richard Dawkins 

 
 
 
56. What is the meaning of the sign shown? 
 

 
 

a) Signal*  
b) Volume  
c) Waves 
d) Area 
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57. What are the words you think associated with the image? 
 

 
 

a) Build 
b) Increase 
c) Volume  
d) All of the above*   

 
 
58. The black box in an airplane is meant to 
 

a) Self-destruct in case of terrorist attack 
b) Document and protect flight data and voice recordings* 
c) Eject out on a parachute in case of emergency 
d) Send out a signal flare in an emergency 

 
 
59. What is the meaning associated with image? 
 

 
 

a) Send 
b) Email* 
c) Invite 
d) Money  

 
 
60. What is the meaning associated with image below? 
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a) Thinking 
b) Text message* 
c) Cartoon 
d) None    

 


